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Handloading or reloading is the process of loading firearm cartridges or shotgun shells by assembling the
individual components (case/hull, primer, powder, and bullet/shot), rather than purchasing completely
assembled, factory-loaded ammunition. The term handloading is the more general term, as it refers to
assembly of ammunition using components from any source.
Handloading - Wikipedia
308 Shooter's Guide for .308 Winchester and .308 Win shooting, reloading, and 30-cal accuracy. Bullets,
powder, brass, accurate loads. Rifles and gear reviews for .308 Win. 7.62x51 surplus ammo and ammunition
reveiws. AccurateShooter.com is the best guide for precision shooting, with FAQ, Shooter Message Boards,
Reader Polls, and Photo Gallery.
.308 Winchester Cartridge Guide - 6mmBR.com
Actually, tolerances are held much closer to SAAMI minimums on primers. The diameter of LR can be .2105
to .213 and pockets .2085 to .210 in diameter with a whopping .007 variation in depth from .125 to 132".
Primers protruding - Shooters Forum
Brad I would doubt that any whitetail would know the difference. Shoot the most accurate bullet. Lots of deer
are killed every year with 30 caliber 150 grain bullets.
165 vs 150 - Shooters Forum
The .45 Colt cartridge, which is sometimes called .45 Long Colt, .45 LC, or 11.43Ã—33mmR, is a handgun
cartridge dating to 1872.It was originally a black-powder revolver round developed for the Colt Single Action
Army revolver.This cartridge was adopted by the U.S. Army in 1873 and served as an official US military
handgun cartridge for 14 years. While it is sometimes referred to as .45 Long ...
.45 Colt - Wikipedia
Handloading Safety: Contrary to what one hears in the news media and the claims made by certain
politicians and radical groups, shooting is one of the safest sports -- when practiced by persons of sound
judgment in accordance with basic rules of safety.
Ol' Buffalo Reloading Guide
November 26th, 2018 Stuck Case Remover Kit â€” Youâ€™ll Need One Sooner or Later. Sooner or later,
every hand-loader will get a cartridge case stuck in a die. Perhaps you forgot to lube a case, or maybe you
even ran the wrong cartridge into the die.
Bullets, Brass, Ammo Â« Daily Bulletin - AccurateShooter.com
This is one of the last posts covering the detailed data collected over the past 4 months for an epic scope
field test focused on long-range, tactical rifle scopes in the $1,500+ price range.
Tactical Scopes: Mechanical Performance Part 1
To gain access to official services, you'll need to be a verified human. Without verification you won't even be
able to purchase a six pack of beer, let alone get medical care or a driver's license.
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